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shelley, Mary. frankenstein. 1818. ed. Nick Groom. oxford university press, 2018. 226 pp.

The bicentenary of the first publication of Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein on January 1st, 
1818 has sparked celebratory reassessments of the novel’s long-lasting impact on both literature 
and science. Science publications, including Nature, The Lancet, and Science Magazine, included 
articles on the continuing relevance of Shelley’s novel to current scientific debates while several 
Frankenstein-themed conferences (including the Bicentenary Conference on Mary Shelley’s 
Frankenstein organised by Università di Venezia Cà Foscari, and Frankenstein: A Multidisciplinary 
Conference organised by University of Northumbria) allowed literary scholars to explore its critical 
legacy. Meanwhile, in order to feed this appetite for frankenfiction, Universal Studios have resurrected 
plans to remake their 1935 film Bride of Frankenstein, and a biopic of Mary Shelley –  revolving 
around how her relationship with Percy Bysshe Shelley shaped her first novel – was released in May 
2018 to mixed reviews. The year-long celebrations have also been the perfect opportunity to publish 
new annotated editions of the novel. This reissue of the novel as part of the Oxford World Classics 
series (edited and introduced by Nick Groom) does its utmost to reflect the novel’s lasting cultural 
and critical legacy while also being a readable and useful edition for both new readers and veterans 
who are returning to it for the second (third or tenth) time, those who want to read Frankenstein for 
scholarship and those who read it for pleasure.

As has become customary, this new edition includes a lengthy introduction, as well as 
notes on editorial choices (Groom reproduces the 1818 text), a selected bibliography, a chronology 
of Mary Shelley (split into life, historical, and cultural background), generous appendixes (Shelley’s 
introduction to the 1831 edition, substantive changes between the 1818 and 1831 editions, and 
Percy Bysshe Shelley’s review of the novel, written in 1817 or 1818 but only published in 1832), and 
explanatory notes. Groom’s introduction is split into eight sections, each examining one aspect of the 
context or critical reception of Frankenstein including, ‘Birth’ (xi-xix), ‘Science’ (xx-xxviii), and ‘Gender’ 
(xxxiii). In each, Groom explores the long shadow that Frankenstein has left on our understanding 
of Gothic and Science Fiction, medicine, technology and bioethics, feminism, and what it means to 
be a female artist, while bringing to life the cultural, political, and scientific contexts which Shelley 
wrote within. For example, the ‘Science’ section details the major scientific debates of the early 
nineteenth century: the use of dissections in anatomy teaching (xx-xxii), organ transplantation (xxiii), 
inoculation and vaccination (xxv), vitalism (xxv-xxvi), and electrical power (xxvi-xxvii). The extensive 
use of eighteenth and nineteenth century sources to illustrate these debates appeals to both general 
and academic readers as it gives the former a powerful insight into the attitudes and concerns of 
Shelley and her contemporaries, while allowing the latter to find new primary sources.
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The one significant drawback of this approach is that it obscures some of the contemporary 
critical debates around the novel. One of the pleasures of reading Frankenstein today lies in knowing 
that you are only one in a long line of readers with whom you can debate your interpretations of the 
novel with. Groom argues that Frankenstein “has been more influential in feminist literary theory 
than any other novel” (xxxiv), but only illustrates this wealth of feminist theoretical engagements 
with Shelley through three examples: Ellen Moers’ Literary Women (1976), Sandra M. Gilbert and 
Susan Gubar’s The Madwoman in the Attic: The Woman Writer and the Nineteenth-Century Literary 
Imagination (1979), and Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak’s “Three Women’s Texts and a Critique of 
Imperialism” (1985). While these are perhaps the most influential uses in feminist theory, Frankenstein 
has sparked a much broader range of feminist responses. Groom’s ‘Selected Bibliography’ partially 
resolves this problem by providing readers with more recent examples of critical engagements, 
including Elizabeth Young’s Black Frankenstein: The Making of an American Metaphor (2008) and 
Dangerous Bodies: Historicising the Gothic Corporeal (2016) by Marie Mulvey-Roberts. But even 
the extended bibliography does not delve into the more eccentric classics of feminist theoretical 
responses to Frankenstein, such as Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick’s chapter on Gothic fiction in Between 
Men (1985) or Susan Stryker’s “My Words to Victor Frankenstein Above the Village of Chamounix: 
Performing Transgender Rage” (1994).

This feminist legacy of Frankenstein illustrates that responses to the novel have often sided 
with one of two main traditions. The first of these is primarily interested in the novel’s engagement with 
science and technology and reads the novel either as a parable about the dangers of unrestrained 
scientific advancement, or a more positive tale about its almost limitless potential. This seemingly 
contradictory interpretation continues today: while the ‘franken-’ prefix has come to embody all 
kinds of bioethical monsters, scientists show a sustained and optimistic interest in Shelley’s text 
– specifically, what it can teach them about their own practice and how it can be used to engage 
the general public in scientific research and debates. The other traditional reception tends to read 
Frankenstein through its promise of radical politics. Such explorations see the Creature or, rather, the 
Being (Groom argues convincingly for this appellation) as a symbol for the oppressed underclass. 
This conceptualization of the novel perhaps has its roots in George Canning (Foreign Secretary 
between 1822-1827 and committed abolitionist) urging comparisons between the Being and 
enslaved people in an 1824 Parliamentary debate over the abolition of slavery (xlix), but it has been 
continuously updated and reinterpreted. Different readers at different points in the novel’s critical 
history have seen the Being as a symbol for the working class, women, Black people, transgender 
people, and disabled people. This critical tradition continues today in both academic and popular 
interpretations of the novel, as new readers discover Shelley’s text and find themselves identifying 
with the Being.

Rereading Frankenstein in 2018, I am struck less by how we continue to read, interpret, and 
adapt it in innovative ways, than by how strange our analyses might seem to its first readers if –  like 
the protagonist of one of Shelley’s other novels set in the late 2000s, The Last Man (1826) –  we could 
send a message back to the nineteenth century. We read, debate, and think about Frankenstein 
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more than any other text written at the beginning of the nineteenth century. Its enduring cultural 
influence, and how familiar it seems to us even before we read it, removes some of the strangeness 
of this tale about living as an organism that is not meant to exist. Reading it today is all the stranger 
because, although it has come to be seen as a foundational myth of contemporary science, most 
of what we recognise as modern was unknown to its contemporary readers. The cover of the new 
edition features a profile view of a human brain, referencing Victor Frankenstein’s brainy endeavours, 
the electrical resurrection of the Being’s brain, and the novel’s themes in questioning the nature 
of rational thought and ontology. Yet, revisiting the novel, I am reminded that the word ‘scientist’ 
was only coined in 1833 (and first appeared in print in a review of a publication by a woman, Mary 
Somerville) and that neurons (the specialist cells that make up the brain) were only discovered 
towards the end of the nineteenth century by Spanish anatomist Santiago Ramón y Cajal. When 
Shelley was writing her novel, many still believed that the heart, not the brain, was the seat of human 
rational thought. Yet, even 200 years later, her novel still has the ability to electrify our imaginations.
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